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Director's comments

Reflections-one year later
by Dr. Fred Cholick

s South Dakota agriculture
closes another year, I think it is
important to pause before ordering
seed for 1996 or turning to the tax
forms.
Harvest is a time for planning, but
first: Did we meet the goals we set
out at last harvest time?
Just as you take stock at harvest
time, we at the Agricultural Experiment Station are doing the same:
reflecting on what we accomplished
before we set goals for the future. This
is yearly project evaluation time.
I only partially met one of my goals
in my first year as AES director. I'm
reassured by knowing that it's not
realistic- to fulfill all my goals in just
one year.
The goal is to better understand the
enormous diversity of agriculture in
South Dakota. Whenever I end my
days as director, I will still be learning
about you, our landscape, and how we
can help you . I see you responding to
setbacks that would discourage anyone else.
Excessive rainstorms covered much
of South Dakota a great part of the
year, but in the central part of the
state, many of you told me you
delayed winter wheat planting
because it was too dry for germination. We label our state "diverse" but
we might just as well call it "extreme."
The weather played havoc with
some of our goals just as it did with
yours. We experienced some setbacks
in the progress of our research. Nevertheless, we learned something from
these too-wet and too-dry conditions
that we surely will be able to use next
time. Like you, we're in there for the
"long haul."
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n my year of studying South
Dakota agriculture as a whole,
getting past my training as a wheat
researcher to see the broader view, I've
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Experiment Station Director Fred Cholick (left)
discusses the development of scab resistant wheat
with SDSU wheat breeder Jackie Rudd. Experiment
Station scientists work to solve current problems and
to accumulate a foundation of scientific knowledge to
seNe future generations. Their efforts ent,ance the
productivity of agriculture and natural resources and
improve the lives of the people of South Dakota.

discovered our researchers are a lot like
you-diverse and individualistic.
I knew that. But I have come to
increasingly admire the spirit and dedication of our scientists, and I wish you
could meet every one of them. You
would find each one of them believing
in the mission of the Experiment Station- serving the citizens of SotJth
Dakota by answering the questions that
need answering right now and by laying the foundation of scientific knowledge that will serve future generations.
One of my goals this year has been
to encourage our scientists to work
constantly at translating their highly
specific, project-centered langu-age into
something you and I can understand.
The reasoning is this: If you can't

understand what we're
doing, you·won't value it.
And you won't take our
results and adapt them
to your own use. Then
we're not serving you
and meeting our mission.
I am proud to lead the
agricultural research
component of South
Dakota State University
and am proud of the
ability of our scientists to
make a difference in
your lives, if not face-toface, then indirectly
when the knowledge we
have gained is disseminated across the state.
Enhancing the productivity of our agriculture,
natural resources, and
people is the ultimate
goal of the South Dakota
Experiment Station.
inally, as I reflect
F
on this past year, I
would be remiss not

to credit the South
Dakota State University system of
which we are a part.
At some land-grant institutions, you
find researchers, Extension specialists,
and teachers going their separate
ways. It's not that way at SDSU. Our
researchers are closely tied to our
Extension specialists and teachers.
SDSU is truly a model of the way a
land-grant institution should runwe've been told that this year by a
national research council review team,
and we've earned that distinction by
working together, and with you, to
improve South Dakota's quality of life
and prepare all of us for the future. 0
Dr. Fred Cholick i.s the Director of the South
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station at
SDSU.

Latest wheat scab report has
both good news and bad news
by Ma,y Brashier

outh Dakota State University
scientists Jackie Rudd, spring
wheat breeder, and Dale Gallenberg,
plant pathologist and newly appointed Plant Science department head,
report updates of scab (head blight)
research that began well before the
epidemic years of 1993 and 1994.
• Good news: Four "crops" of
spring wheat per year are being
grown in an accelerated program to
find more scab-tolerant varieties.
• Bad news: No spring wheat
variety is totally resistant to scab, and
researchers would be surprised if they
found one.
• Good news: In a bad scab year,
foliar sprays may improve yield and
quality enough to be economical.
• Bad news: There will be another epidemic year.
"A farmer can do everything right.
He can follow the right rotation and
plant the most scab-tolerant varieties
available. He can use tillage. But
when the weather's wrong, he'll have
scab," says Gallenberg.
Rudd agrees. "Every year, somewhere, some farmer takes up to a 10
percent reduction in yield due to scab.
The disease is always with us, and has
been since the early 1900s. Growers
just don't notice it in a 'normal' year."

S

he year that sticks in memory,
1993, was "wet at the wrong
time," says Gallenberg.
If rainy or humid weather occurs
when the wheat flowers and continues as the grain develops, "you've got
a perfect situation" for scab, he says.
"Fortunately, '93 was cooler than normal. It's my opinion that if we'd had normal temperatures along with the moisture, we'd have had even more scab."
Things were bad enough. For
example, spring wheat yields were 7
million bushels less than the 1992
crop in the northeast crop reporting

T

SDSU plant pathologist Dale
Gallenberg (above) says that,
while another wheat scab
epidemic year is inevitable, there
are things a producer can do to
control scab infestations. "Keep as
many years between corn and
wheat" in a rotation as possible ,
he says, because the fungus
colonizes overwintering
cornstalks . SDSU spring wheat
breeder Jackie Rudd (right) also
recommends planting a known
scab tolerant variety . Varieties
with greater scab resistance are
currently in development in an
accelerated program at SDSU .

district of South Dakota. This is a
monetary loss of about $25 million.
Gallenberg's loss figures are different
than those collected by the South Dakota Wheat Commission because he compiled data from only the parts of the
state with the highest scab potential.
udd and Gallenberg have been
recently awarded grants from
the South Dakota and Minnesota
wheat commissions. With his share,
Rudd doubled his greenhouse space,
filling it with 6,000 spring wheat
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plants at a time. At flowering stage,
he cranks up the humidity and blows
in a water suspension of scab spores.
Out of the 6,000 plants he may see
a hundred with possible resistance.
He plants from those heads until he's
satisfied he has pure, scab-tolerant
seeds ready for field tests. But he's
not starting from scratch.
"We've been selecting plants for yield
potential in field trials since spring
wheat breeding started at SDSU. If they
have yield potential, they automatically
have some tolerance to wheat scab.

f/lJ

"The problem is that a small amount
·o f tolerance is contributed by a large
number of genes in the plant. It will
take some effort in crossing to get all of
those genes into a single line.
"Some plants display symptoms,
but if grain fill moves faster th an the
scab, we can still use the line."
Rudd also has about 40 varieties of
Chinese wheat in his greenhouse.
They have dominant genes for scab
resistance.
"But they have pitiful agronomic
characteristics under South Dakota
conditions. In general, they are susceptible to stem and leaf rusts and tan
spot; they shatter, and the baking
quality is very poor. It hardly seems
worth the effort, but we can't overlook them," Rudd explains.
Rudd places his most promising
numbers in a regional scab nursery
beside entries from North Dakota,
Minnesota, Manitoba, and Agripro,
the only private company working on
spring wheat in the region.
"If one of their plants shows scab
tolerance and has good agronomic
characteristics under South Dakota
~ conditions, I cross it with our materi.,,_) al. Cooperating among states will get
us down the road faster," Rudd says.

''A farmer can do
everything right. .. but
when the weather's wrong,
he'll have scab."
-Dr. Dale Gallenberg
Plant Science, SDSU

The two best commercially available
spring wheat varieties in South Dakota
are Sharp and 2375, an old Pioneer
number. Even they produced only half
their expected yields in 1993 and 1994.
Without their built-in tolerance, Rudd
says they would have been ''wipeouts."
The South Dakota research program
has a promising comer named "Russ."
When it or another new wheat
becomes available, it will have at least
the tolerance level of 2375, Rudd

promises. "No breeder
would dare to release a susceptible variety anymore."

Wheat Scab related losses (in millions) in the
Northeast Crop Reporting District, 1993-94
$30

egional path?lo~ists
are cooperating ma
project to track the flights
$25
of scab spores. They wonder
if they travel as rust spores
do .
"Does South Dakota have
(/) $20
.2
to worry about the com
~ .
that's planted in Illinois,
~
Iowa, and Indiana as an
0
"C $15
inoculum source?" Gallen0
berg asks.
(/)
C:
Gallenberg, graduate stu0
dent Lee Fischer, and assis$10
tant Mary Thompson set pots
~
of flowering spring wheat in
the field for 24-hour periods
during the summer of 1995,
$5
then in the lab washed off
and grew spores that had
collected on the heads.
$0
Spores-per-head numbers
1994
1993
were very low, usually 10 or
Millions of dollars worth of spring wheat were lost
less. Surveys at the same
due to wheat scab in 1993 and 1994. Based on
time in Illinois and Indiana
1992 harvest numbers, losses in the Northeast
were recording spore numCrop
Reporting District topped $25,000,000 dollars
bers in excess of 2,500 per
in 1993. The amount of the spring wheat lost in
head.
northeast South Dakota reached 36 percent of the
Gallenberg suspects that
total crop in 1993 and 25 percent in 1994.
low counts and the drop
back in incidence of scab in
South Dakota this year were
influenced by temperature.
o what can a spring wheat
"The fungus prefers warm but not
grower do?
hot conditions. Temperatures hit 95 to
• Plant a known scab-tolerant
100 degrees in some of our test plots
variety until a better one comes
this summer. When we're done looking
along, says Rudd.
at our weather data, I'll bet we can cor• In a rotation, "keep as many years
relate less scab with high temps."
as you can between com and wheat,"
says Gallenberg. The fungus colonizes
allenberg and other patholooverwintering cornstalks, and "almost
gists in the region are also testwithout exception, any com residue left
ing the effectiveness of foliar sprays.
in the spring will have the fungus"Levels of control are not high. But
Fusarium--mlonizing it."
they're not entirely discouraging. It
• For shorter rotations-3 years or
means we may have to look at differless-some tillage may be beneficial.
ent timings, rates, and combinations.
• To maximize yield and quality,
"We can't totally control scab by
consider a fungicide spray.
spraying, but we can get some sup• And, Gallenberg and Rudd
pression in an epidemic year. This
agree, hope for ·"good" weather. 0
may provide significant increases in
yield and test weight. At this year's
Ma ry Brashier is a communications
special ist in th e Ag Communications
prices, a few bushels more than pay
Department at SDSU.
for the fungicide."
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Overfed lakes threaten
livestock and recreation
by Dr. Larry Tennyson

study of 20 deep lakes in South
Dakota by the South Dakota
State University Water Resources Institute has now completed its fifth year.
The focus of the study has been
eutrophication stress, says Dave German, research associate in the Institute.
In eutrophication, lake water
becomes excessively supplied with
nutrients. Eutrophication means "well
nourished."
Such nourishment comes from
three main sources: animal waste,
human waste, and soil erosion.
Excess nourishment of the lake
water then results in an excess supply
of organisms, including bluegreen
algae, and in depletion of the oxygen
content of the water.
Prior to the 20-lakes project, most
effort was directed toward restoring
badly damaged lakes. Lakes in fair
shape but in danger of eutrophication
were largely ignored.
Scientists and others had agreed
that it is much easier and cheaper to
prevent lake degradation than to
reverse it.
Concern for threatened lakes was
shared by the S.D. Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR), the S.D. Department of Game,
Fish and Parks, the U.S. Forest Service,
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South Dakota's lakes are valued both for recreation and as a source of water for
livestock. But many of these lakes are threatened by excess fertility, and algae
blooms. Continued monitoring and research are necessary to help maintain the longterm quality of these lakes.

the SDSU Water Resources Institute
(WRI), the East River Water Development District, and the Lake Protection
Committee formed at the request of the
Noh-point Source Pollution Task Force.
German and and Chris Kappenman, a
graduate student, are presently in
charge of the effort.

, 'There

are two main problems
in eutrophic lakes," says

" ... our lakes are pretty
much a direct reflection of
the characteristics of their
watershed."
-David German
Water Resources Institute, SDSU

German.
The first is that severe algae blooms
impact the usefulness of the lake both
for recreation and as a source of water
for livestock. An algal bloom of this
type hampers swimming, water skiing,
and fishing. It also tends to be very
smelly. Algae under the right conditions even can be toxic to livestock and
pets that drink the water.
The second is that a fish kill may
result from the depletion of oxygen.
4

Algae tend to die off in winter when
snow-covered ice blocks out sunlight.
Rotting algae create a demand for
oxygen that can kill fish and limit the
quality of fisheries. A fish kill also can
result from a concentration of chemicals produced by the algae.
Animal waste, mainly from feedlot
runoff, is a major source of the nutrients that can produce algae blooms.
Human waste or sewage from communities, lake cabins, and other settlements is another source. So is erosion that carries farm chemicals and
other nutrients from fields into the
lake water.
:'.It is important to note that at least
part of the nutrients also comes naturally from the rich soils of the state,"
said German. "In fact, many of the
lakes in our area were eutrophic even

before the first settlers arrived here.
Sediment cores confirm this.

~

"So, eutrophication isn't always to
be blamed on farm chemicals. It also
can result simply from the erosion
and runoff of soil. We can aggravate
this situation by not protecting our
soils, but our lakes are pretty much a
direct reflection of the characteristics
of their watershed."
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n areas with poor and thin soils,
+
+ Sheridan
lake waters tend to be poorly
Deerfield
nourished. Pactola Lake in the Black
Brant
+ Stockade
Hills is an example. It has cold, oxyWilmarth
+
Mitchell
genated water all the way to the bottom all summer long. Weeds and
Vermillion
+ Angostura
algae are scarce, so the water is very
transparent. Pactola, therefore, can
support oxygen-sensitive fish such as
lake trout, German explained.
Sheridan Lake, only 10 miles away,
is highly eutrophic, by contrast. Its
A study of 20 deep lakes in South Dakota over the past 5 years has given scientists a
watershed passes through richer soils,
better grasp of ways to control lake degradation before it becomes unmanageable.
and the lake is downstream from sigThe study has generated new projects including cost-sharing efforts to demonstrate
farm management techniques that reduce nutrient flow.
nificant human settlement.
The cumulative effect of human
and animal wastes, fertilizers, and
erosion can virtually kill a lake.
Once nutrients get into the sediWhen deprived of light, bluegreen
One such example is Stockade Lake algae can no longer manufacture their ments at the bottom of the lake, they
near Custer, S.D. Despite a modern
can recycle in and out and be used
own food, and they die. When the
sewage treatment plant upstream and bloom becomes so thick that the algae over again, year after year.
an extensive dredging of the lake
"We saw this with Lake Oakwood,"
shade one another, they become
itself, the lake goes anoxic almost
German said. "We did a thorough
stressed and form gas bubbles that
right away in the summer, with
cause them to rise toward the surface. hydrologic study in 1988-a year in
almost zero oxygen below a depth of
which there was almost no runoff
There the algae are killed by overex10 feet. Most lakes lose oxygen gradu- posure to sunlight.
from snowmelt and none from rain.
ally throughout the summer.
And yet the lake produced more algae
A pudding-thick mass of dead algae
"For many decades, human waste
that year than during the previous
can concentrate toxin to the point
was disposed directly into the stream
year and the 2 years that followed.
where it can be fatal to domestic and
that feeds Stockade. When a lake has
That tells you that the lake had
wild animals alike.
been severely damaged, and
received enough nutrients in the past
even after expensive and
that it could perpetuate algae blooms
dramatic measures have
even if you took the. nutrient load
been taken, it may take a
almost to zero."
long time for the lake to
recover fully," German said.
he original 20-lakes study has
"This is especially true with
given rise to numerous other
smaller lakes like Stockade.
c:
projects to protect and improve the
"Some of our lakes such
§ lakes of the state, including cost-sharas Lake Oakwood or Lake
~ ing efforts to demonstrate farm manAlbert even become hyper~ agement techniques to reduce the
eu trophic, or super well~ nutrient flow from neighboring lands.
nourished. In such cases,
a
"The more we understand about our
growth of the algae has
lakes,
the more successful we'll be in
Excess fertility leads to algal bloom, and it means
reached such a level that it
managing
them," German concluded.
trouble for a lake. The mass of dead algae
is not limited by the supply
hampers recreation and can even be fatal.to
Larry Tennyson is a communications
of nutrients anymore but by
domestic and wild animals. The exploding algae
specialist in the Ag Communications
the availability of light,"
population also creates a demand for oxygen that
Department at SDSU.
can result in fish kill.
German explained.
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Private ponds can support
'customized' sport fishing
by Dr. Larry Tennyson

This is called the pan fish
option, and the idea is to crowd
the largemouth bass in order to
produce larger pan fish.
The first research project
involved an assessment of a
series of established ponds in
South Dakota to see whether,
pan fish size increased as largemouth bass numbers rose. And
the answer was "yes," just as it
was farther south, said WiHis.
Willis added another option.
"It turns out that in small ponds
in central South Dakota, we can
also produce 10-inch and longer
yellow perch by using the largemouth bass as a predator," he
said. "In fact, this combination
has been successful in ponds
and small impoundments up to
about 100 acres in size.
"If yellow perch were placed
in the same pond by themselves,
they'd overpopulate, and there
0
15
wouldn't
be a perch in there
r.
a.
more than 8 inches long," he
Wildlife graduate research assistant Tracy Hill
said.
displays evidence that small ponds can provide
"But some pond owners
enjoyable sport fishing. South Dakota has about
aren't that interested in pan
43,000 ponds with fish populations . Techniques
fish. They they want goodrecommended by SDSU researchers can help
quality bass fishing."
pond owners get quality fishing opportunities from
They should remember,
their ponds .
Willis said, "that fish are just
like cows. An acre of pond will
produce only just so many
relationships between largemouth
ow Willis knows the basic
pounds of fish-in just the same way
bass and some of the pan fish species.
approach to pond fishery
that an acre of pasture will produce
One technique to maintain a high
management does work here. It just
only just so many pounds of beef.
density of small, slow-growing, largetakes some adaptation to the shorter
"So the pond owner first has to
mouth bass-most of them less than
·summer growing season to enable fish 12 inches long-to prevent pan fish
decide whether he wants 20 2-pound
to reach harvestable size.
bass per acre or 160 half-pound bass.
from overpopulating and stunting.
The primary goals of the research
The average pond in South Dakota
The bass reduce the numbers of
have mainly been to understand how
can maintain about 40 pounds of
bluegills by eating the smaller ones,
populations of largemouth bass can
bass per acre."
and the surviving bluegills then have
best be managed with length limits,
If the pond owner opts for a smallless competition for food, and they
and to understand the predator-prey
er number of larger bass, the pan fish
grow to those 8-10 inch sizes.

?nd fisheries are a~
important economic
asset in South Dakota, and,
with modem management techniques, they often can be "customized" to ·meet the desires of
the pond owner.
According to Dave Willis,
South Dakota State University
professor in the Wildlife and
Fisheries Sciences Department,
South Dakota has about 43,000
ponds with fish populations.
In 1987, the state Department
of Game, Fish & Parks (GF&P)
asked him to take the lead in
research for them on largemouth
bass, small impoundments, private ponds, length limits, and
other related areas of interest.
"We turned that invitation
into a whole series of Experiment Station and GF&P
research projects, most of which
involve work by our graduate
students," Willis explained.
"Many of the techniques we
use in helping pond owners are
not exactly new," he continued.
"Some have been used in southern states for years. What wasn't
known was whether the same
techniques would work in a
northern-climate state like South
Dakota."
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may overpopulate, and the whole
·pond may be filled with "silver dollar"
bluegills insufficient in size to interest
anglers or provide food for the table.
~
"So, sometimes when the pond
· owner only wants large bass, we just
leave the pan fish out of the original
stocking," he said. "With only largemouth bass in the pond, they'll eat
insects, crayfish, and each other. If
the pond is clear and supports aquatic
plants, we can stock the golden shiner-a minnow species that grows to
10 inches or longer. In this instance,
we try to get people to harvest the
smaller bass that measure less than
12 inches and return the larger ones
to the pond. This eventually will produce trophy-sized largemouth bass,
which, in South Dakota, weigh S
pounds or more.
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nce the pond owner has settled
on how he wants his pond fishery customized to his needs, a possible
next step is to contact GF&P and explore
their private pond stocking program.
The program is sometimes misunderstood, Willis said.

O

fish are just like cows.
"
An acre of pond will produce
only just so many pounds
offish ... "
-Dr. David Willis
Wildlife & Fisheries Sciences ,
SDSU

"The requirement is that if GF&P
stocks the pond, the owner has to
allow reasonable access to area
anglers," he explained. "The common
misunderstanding is that this means
unlimited public access, and that
everybody gets in there.
"But access is negotiated between
the conservation officer and the pond
owner case-by-case. Between the two
of them, they decide what's reasonable.
r#) ) It isn't unlimited access; it's reasonable
~- .b access. If a pond owner prefers not to
enroll in the GF&P stocking program,

Pond stocking plans differ with the type of fishing the pond owner is most interested
in. Ag Experiment Station researchers have been working on a variety of projects to
determine the best options for pond fisheries. One discovery was that it is possible
to grow quality sized panfish or yellow perch by using largemouth bass as a
predator. Other stocking and harvesting options can even produce trophy-sized
largemouth bass.

fish can be purchased from a private
fish culturist. A list of private fish producers is available from the GF&P
headquarters in Pierre."
One of the more practical reasons
for controlling access to ponds is to
prevent overfishing.
"In a 3-acre pond, you often
shouldn't be taking out more than 6090 small bass per year. A couple of
anglers could take out that many in a
couple of weekencls.
"So the access agreement has to
mesh with the total management
scheme or the pond owner can end up
with a mess," Willis said.
A rainbow trout fisheries in western
South Dakota ponds is another management option Willis has investigated.
Ponds have to be 15-20 feet deep.
What happens in summer is that such
ponds stratify with warm water on top
and cold water on the bottom.
Deeper ponds can usually support
trout throughout the year. When surface water warms to 70 degrees,
enough to kill rainbow trout, they'll
just go down deeper for a week or two.
7

ish don't overwinter as easily in
eastern South Dakota ponds as
they do in central and western ponds.
Snow cover is so persistent in eastern
South Dakota that it prevents sunlight
from coming through the ice. Snow
cover on ice in western South Dakota
ponds is often cleared by high winds
or melted off by warmer temperatures. As a result, oxygen depletion
and winterkill of fish is more of a
problem in eastern South Dakota
ponds, and it takes a lot deeper pond
to support fish over the winter in the
east than it does in the west.
Some East River gravel pits that
are fed by oxygenated ground water
are an exception, however, Willis
says. These have been found to do a
good job of supporting a fish populations through the winter months.
In addition, they appear conducive
to management with either largemouth or smallmouth bass. 0
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Larry Tennyson is a communications
specialist in the Ag Communications
Department at SDSU.

Ag M useum exhibit features
SDSU "giants in science"
by Dr. Larry Tennyson

ive "giants in science" will be
honored in an exhibit in the
South Dakota State University Agricultural Heritage Museum, according
to Museum Director John Awald.
Selected for the exhibit are the
lives and sci.entific works of Niels E.
Hansen, Edgar S. McFadden, Albert
N. Hume, Joseph G. Hutton, and Clifford J. Franzke.

F

ansen, a noted agricultural
explorer, was head of the
SDSU Horticulture Department from
1895 to 1937 and led expeditions to
gather plant material in Russia,
China, Turkestan, Mongolia, and
Siberia around the turn of the century. Hansen introduced fruit species
that were compatible with the South
Dakota climate. He also introduced
crested wheatgrass-a variety that
enabled the reclamation of millions of
acres of abandoned and eroded
rangelands in the U.S. and Canada.
McFadden, while a student at SDSU
in 1918, developed the first stem rustresistant wheat from a cross of common wheat with a wild relative. Stemrust epidemics had virtually wiped out
wheat production in South Dakota,
peaking in 1916 when the disease
swept northward from Texas to
destroy more than 300 million bushels
of the grain in the U.S. and Canada.
McFadden's 'Hope' became the parent
of many of the stem rust-resistant
wheats grown across the globe. It is
estimated that his discovery saved
more than 25 million persons around
the world from starvation.
Hume became head of the SDSU
Agronomy Department in 1911. He
suggested that solving soil problems
was essential to building a state. Hutton surveyed and mapped the soils.
Crops then were test-grown both in
greenhouses and demonstration plots
to determine their adaptability to the
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Clifford Franzke was a plant breeder for the Agricultural Experiment Station at SDSU
for 40 years. His first major successes came when he developed the lines of corn that
became the first Sokota hybrids, effectively moving the corn belt further north and
west. Yet, despite successes with corn, wheatgrass, and other crops, it's Franzke's
sorghum research that is acknowledged to be his most significant contribution to South
Dakota agriculture. He developed several sorghum lines, including the first low-prussicacid forage sorghum. Most forage sorghum used today contains "Franzke material."

various soil types. Hume is noted for
his work on small grains and the
hybridization of corn. He also served as
the first county agent leader in 1913.
Franzke came to SDSU as a plant
breeder in 1924, developing inbred
8

line's of corn which formed the first
Sokota hybrids. He also developed
several outstanding lines of grain
sorghum, the first low-prussic-acid
forage sorghum, a root rot-resistant
strain of crested wheatgrass, and

improved strains of fescue and wheat·grass. While Franzke also worked in
·c om breeding, his major focus continued to be sorghum.

•

''As

we pull all this material
together, there will come a
magic moment when we suddenly
realize that we're able to tell their stories with objects and words instead of
just words alone. That's the difference
between a museum and a book. You
can write a book without a single artifact, but, for us to give you a feeling
for the time the work was done, we
need three-dimensional objects to go
with the words," Awald said.
"Having a sense of the times gives
you a totally new insight. When you
think of Hansen going all the way to
Russia in the early 1900s and having
to avoid bandits, that was pretty
exciting stuff. Or when you think of
McFadden doing his highly renowned
work in a garden plot in his back yard
here in Brookings-scientists don't
have to do that type of thing in
today's world."

•

" .. .we're able to tell their
stories with objects and
words instead of just
words alone. That's the
difference between a
museum and a book."
-John Awald
Ag Heritage Museum, SDSU

The museum already possesses
Hutton's magnificent collection of
photographs he made while conducting his soil survey of the state. The
museum also has acquired some of his
surveying tools.
"Usually, we don't build exhibits
that focus on individual persons,"
Awald continued. "Instead, we try to
tell how South Dakota developed in a
~•J)) general way. But these five individu~ als really had a tremendous effect on
the development of this state, and,

now that we are a university museum, it is
appropriate to focus on
their work and their
contribut.ions. Our visitors need to know that
we here at SDSU have
produced scientists the
world can be proud of."
11>

he museum facility recently was
transferred from the
State Historical Society
Ag Heritage Museum Director John Awald (standing)
to SDSU by executive
watches Restoration Curator Bill Lee touch up an exhibit.
order of the Governor.
Preliminary plans for an addition to the museum would
"Before, we were an
allow more room for historic farm equipment and other
ag museum on an ag
displays that require a lot of space.
campus. Now we are
the ag museum of an
ag campus," Awald
commented. "This has created a new
upon during times of lean state budlevel of enthusiasm among SDSU facgets, Awald said.
ulty that wasn't there before."
When Awald became director of
etting the building in shape
the museum in 1977, all he had to
probably was the easiest
start with was the old stock pavilion
part of our job here," Awald commentbuilding with 26 leaks in the roof.
ed. "The hardest part has been to inter"But this was the end of the bicentenpret a subject as vast as South Dakota
nial celebration era, and there was a
agriculture in a facility this small."
lot of money being put into historical
The exhibit on SDSU's giants of scipreservation."
ence is just one of the unique efforts
After renovation, what was once
planned or underway at the museum.
the least energy-efficient building on
Awald and his staff are doing an
campus become one of the most ener- exhibit on the evolution of the rowgy efficient. An investment of
crop tractor. Already acquired are a
$500,000 from private, state, and fed- 1915 8-16 Mogul, a fully restored
eral sources produced an historic
1920 Fordson, and a 1928 Farmall
building whose value now is estimatthat is presently under restoration.
ed at $3 million.
Missing from the exhibit and still
The museum also "rescued" a
needed is a 9N Ford, preferably a prerammed-earth machine shed on the
war tractor in restored condition from
campus by having it re-stuccoed and
the late 1930s.
re-shingled. The building will serve as a
Other members of the museum
restoration facility for farm equipment.
staff include Bill Lee, artist and
The rammed-earth building itself is restoration curator, Carrie Lavarnway,
an exhibit of sorts. The SDSU Departeducation curator and collections
ment of Ag Engineering pioneered in
manager, and Michelle Glanzer, gift
the research and development of this
shop manager and photo curator.
type of construction.
The museum is open Monday
Now, 19 years after Awald first
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5
arrived here, the museum is approach- p.m., and on Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
ing the stage where more space will
It is closed on state holidays. Admisbe required, and preliminary planning sion is free. 0
is underway for an addition northward from the present building.
Larry Tennyson is a communications
Another need is for a small endowspecialist in the Ag Communications
Department at SDSU.
ment that the museum can fall back
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Tree and
ub research
makes M~ -~•NiflJ Gardens
stunning 1·." e year round
. I

phou

"McCrory Gardens" conjures up
relaxing strolls between vast beds of
gorgeous flowers . But the South
Dakota State University's Gardens
actually contain many more acres of
trees , shrubs, and grasses than of
perennials and annuals. Because
the Gardens lie close to the center
of the U.S. , research to adapt
species from all four directions to
South Dakota conditions is
particularly successful. Specimens
also come from other countries , as
the Asian ash (above and right).
Norm Evers , Gardens director,
thinks it will continue to be a hardy
plant. The tree has good fall color
and is resistant to problems that
green and black ash face . Intern
John Rice (below) , works on the turf
plots, which are different grasses
under different maintenance ,
watering , and mowing schedules.

Another Asian variety , this catalpa
(above) is small to medium in size , a
"great accent tree ," says Evers. Summer
ornamental flowers are followed by seed
pods "that don 't drop and become
messy ." Ted Stephenson , Gardens
assistant director , shows off the "beans."
The columnar Rushmore arborvita (left)
in 28 years "has never experienced
winter burn" even though in a southwest
~~posure , "the absolutely worst place for
an arborvita ." Most arborvitae show
burn at least once every 5 years . Two
commercial nurseries are propagating
this cultivar now. Cindy Bergman , a
student employee , is about 15 feet up.
Hardy shrub roses like this one (right)
are intended to withstand winter
conditions without protection . KimberlyA\,.
Weusteweld , student employee , helps i~
the ongoing rose evaluation program.

10

y Tom Bare

The Homestead buckeye
(above) is "the best buckeye
hybrid out there ," according to
Evers. Kim Fisk, student
employee, examines foliage that
turns a deep coral to burgundy
red in the fall. The tree is
resistant to scorch . One parent
is a famous buckeye on the
corner of 6th Street and 12th
Avenue in Brookings , well
known for its Hobo Day color.
This Sica Hollow sugar maple
(left) is a seed source for
hardiness evaluation . Sica
Hollow is the farthest north and
west th is variety of sugar maple
is found . A cross with a
southwestern tree such as the
Caddo from Oklahoma , which
shows winterhardiness in
Brookings, would produce a
maple adapted to the entire
Plains area from Winnipeg to
Texas, says Evers . Most South
Dakota sugar maples come
from eastern states with cooler
summers and milder winters .

,.
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Satellites and computers guide
machinery in precision farming

•

by Jerry Leslie

he technology explosion continues to change how people
farm. Farmers whose parents once
farmed with horses now are learning
to "farm by satellite," a concept not
even dreamed of 50 years ago.
Scientists at South Dakota State University are evaluating site-specific farming, helping to improve the process,
and keeping producers informed.
Over the last decade, a dozen
emerging technologies came together
into two or three implements, but
with one new and critical component-a satellite signal.
What evolved is a satellite-positioned, computer-controlled combine,
seeder, or applicator that knows
where it is, knows what it's doing,
and can be told to change whatever
it's doing as it goes across a field.
Satellites of the Global Positioning
System (GPS), the same ones that
allowed pin-point bombing in the Persian Gulf War, now make precision
farming possible.
A combine fitted with a GPS receiver to intercept positioning signals uses
a computer to calculate its latitude and
longitude with accuracy down to several yards. Meanwhile, a yield monitor
records the grain being harvested
every second along with the location
on a computer disk. This allows the
operator to generate a yield map of the
field later on his home computer.
A yield map can identify areas that
can benefit from more or less fertilizer, higher or lower plant populations,
and more. Now add to this scenario a
variable-rate fertilizer applicator with
an onboard computer that can read
farmer-processed information from
the combine and other sources.
This applicator now can change the
rate of delivery, applying prescribed
amounts of fertilizer at every spot in the
field. And similar things can be done
with pesticides for weeds and insects.
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The Precision Agronomics conference held at SDSU 's Northern Plains Biostress
Laboratory gave producers the opportunity to learn about emerging farm technology.
Participants were intrigued by new tools for site-specific farming like this variable-rate
applicator equipped with global positioning system technology (GPS). GPS involves
using a satellite signal and computer-controlled equipment that allows a farmer to pinpoint control over each part of a field.

The possibilities have caught the
imagination·of innovative farmers,
crop consultants, and commercial fertilizer and pesticide applicators who
visualize thousands of dollars saved on
inputs, not to mention the benefits to
the environment.
eople seeking information
often come to Gregg Carlson,
Extension soil and water specialist,
David Clay, plant science researcher,
and Joe Schumacher, research associate, heading up SDSU's research into
site specific farming.
Carlson, Clay, and Schumacher have
been addressing producer meetings for
several years, keeping them up to
speed on developments. They went a
step further in August 1995 and
brought together a dozen regional
experts to talk to the producers at an
all-day Precision Farming Conference.
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'Tsite-specific farming is] a
revolution in which we will
redefine the basic unit in crop
production from one bordered
by roads and fences to one
bordered by the specific site."
-Paul Fixen
Executive Director,
Potash and Phosphate Institute

More than 150 persons attended the
Precision Agronomics Conference in
SD?U's Northern Plains Biostress Laboratory. They heard David Bryant, dean
of SDSU's College of Agriculture and
Biological Sciences, say that new tech- •
nologies-GPS, plus Geographic Information Services (GIS), remote sensing,
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Participants at the Precision Agronomics Conference were reminded that new
technology is nothing but fancy gadgetry if it doesn't improve production or help the
farmer make wise management decisions. Scientists at SDSU are evaluating a
number of high-tech options to help farmers and ranchers discover which systems will
be the most valuable to their own operations .

•

•

sophisticated guidance systems, and
computerized field machinery-"all
are coming together to make site specific farming work for us."
Bryant likened the revolution ahead
in farm technology to the impact of the
computer on offices, households, and
everyday life since 1982.
Paul Fixen, Brookings, S.D.,executive director of the Potash and Phosphate Institute, said he believes the
sudden interest in site-specific farming
is "a revolution in which we will redefine the basic unit in crop production
from one bordered by roads and fences
to one bordered by the specific site."
Fixen said 200 variable-rate fertilizer applicators are in use in the United States, most in Minnesota. The
number of yield monitors sold in the
United States jumped from 70 in
1992 to a projected 2,800 in 1995.
Farmers must get beyond fascination with the high-tech gadgetry and
make use of the information generated to make wise management decisions, a futuristic speaker said.
Grant Mangold, editor of Successful Farming's Ag Innovator magazine,
said, "Everyone wants the latest Pentium computer with the biggest hard
drive you can get. Don't become infat-

uated with the gadgetry. It's the data,
the information you're concerned
about," he asserted.
"The challenge is to get beyond the
data acquisition and analysis stages to
the knowledge and wisdom application stages, and to experience the
'Power of Information,"' said Mangold.
Noel Anderson of Fargo, ·N.D., product manager and research and development engineer for Concord, Inc.,
explained the technology of variable
rate fertilizer and seeding equipment
guided by electronic maps of fields to
vary inputs according to needs.
Anderson sees four elements to
site-specific farming: prescription,
application, yield monitoring, and soil
sampling. This data is stored in "electronic maps" on computer disks.
Field activity is tied to maps by a
position sensor mounted on the combine, sprayer, or tractor. In this way,
electronic "overlay'' maps are generated
to record yield, soil types, nutrient levels, weed patches, insect infestations,
and other characteristics by the yard.
He described equipment that can
accurately vary fertilizer and seeding
rates on the go. An air-till drill
enhanced with hydraulics, electronics,
and software can vary seed and solid
13

fertilizer rates as well as anhydrous
ammonia and liquids.
"Thus, seeding and fertilizer can be
accomplished with one pass, realizing
the reduced fuel use and soil compaction of that approach. Fertilizer
costs are reduced through deep banding, instead of broadcasting," he said.
Anderson said one can move from
conventional farming to site-specific
farming in stages, starting with a
basic yield monitor on a combine,
adding a differential GPS receiver.
Soil sampling tie~ to precise locations
in the field is another step. Computing and mapping is another step.
The final step is site-specific application achieved by equipment like Ag
Chem floaters and Concord variable
rate air systems, said Anderson.
Anderson estimates the cost to
make the complete transition to sitespecific farming in the $15,000 to
$25,000 range, plus annual expenses.
He said a 2,000-acre wheat farmer,
realizing a $5 per acre benefit, will
see payback in 2 years and a doubling
of the initial investment in 4 years.
DSU's research at the Dakota
Lakes Research Station near
S
Pierre and on fields close to Brookings
is intended to learn how to make
input recommendations on a yield
potential basis rather than just on a
field yield-goal basis.
In Brookings, research is testing
the accuracy of different kinds of GPS
receivers, trying to develop a "probability of accuracy" curve, showing that
one kind of receiver is apt to have a 5foot error, another a ·so-foot error,
and so forth.
"We believe we will be able to
appreciably improve the accuracy of
site-specific farming through the use
of aerial photography," said Carlson.
Because of cost and economies of
scale, GPS equipment will -be more
appealing to larger farms or those
growing specialty crops with huge
investments and great profit potential, especially com and soybean
farmers in southeast South Dakota,
Carlson said. 0
Jerry Leslie is a communication specialist in
the Ag Communications Department at
SDSU.

+- For Richard Little (left) it began with
research for his masters thesis, and may
grow into a viable commercial enterprise.
Prairie coneflower grown for its medicinal
properties may become a specialty crop
for South Dakota farmers.

&
W'J

campus of South Dakota State University to increase seed and study its
agronomic potential.
Now it spreads out over a 35-acre
irrigated field near Aurora, S.D., in a
high-stakes, high-risk commercial
venture. Next year, the field will
expand to 70 acres, the following year
to 100, says the grower.
When the plants have grown 3 years
to maturity, the roots will be harvested
and sold on the European market for
their pharmaceutical properties.
ichard Little, a farm youth
from the Watertown area,
. turned the humble purple coneflower,
a native American wildflower of the
daisy family, into a serious commercial enterprise.
While doing his master's thesis on
the domestication and agronomics of •
the coneflower, Little developed ties
with a Florida farmer who sells to a
phytopharmaceutical company in
Europe. That relationship blossomed
into a major contract to grow the
coneflower, dwarfing Little's original
master's thesis project and temporarily delaying its completion.
The company, Plantation Botanicals, Inc., of Felda, Fla., has experience growing medicinal plants and
dried flowers. The owners contracted
with Little to grow the coneflower to
be processed mainly for the growing
European market. The herb is doctorprescribed in Germany.
Compounds that give the coneflower's roots and seeds their pungent
odor and acrid taste stimulate the
human immune system, promote
healing, and fight off certain infectious diseases, some people say.
Archaeological evidence shows the
coneflower was used by American Indians from the 1600s, and it was known
to European settlers from 1800, accord- •
ing to Hobbs and Foster in Herbalgram.
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Wildflower research
blossoms into
100-acre
pharmaceutical
truck garden
by Jerry Leslie

he purple prairie coneflower, a
seldom-seen wildflower known
best to those who roam the unbroken
prairie, now grows commercially on a

T

field scale a few miles from Brookings, S.D.
For 4 years, the flower was cultivated in a small research plot on the
14
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was to identify genes for insect and
disease resistance with hopes of transferring them to the susceptible
domestic sunflower plant .
Before his retirement, Moore kept
a bouquet of the dried prairie flowers
in a vase in his office as a symbol of
the potential of this native plant.

At least 14 tribes of American Indi·ans used the herb for a variety of ailments from sore mouth and gums to
coughs, colds, tonsillitis, hydrophobia,
septic diseases, and venereal diseases,
they wrote.
A few modern scientific studies
have documented its ability to shorten and reduce severity of the flu and
reduce frequency of infections in susceptible persons.
urned off by the thought of
spending 15 hours a day on a
tractor like he did when farming with
his father and brother, Little earned his
bachelor's degree, then went into hydroponics in Illinois and later truck farming
and herb pro4uction in Montana.
Then he pursued a master's degree
in Plant Science at SDSU. Here his farm
upbringing, truck gardening experience,
and university studies all came together
in a research plot of wildflowers.
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''The dollars brought into
South.Dakota through the field
planting at Aurora will repay
the South Dakota taxpayer
many times over for
the initial CITE grant"
-Dr. Neil Reese
Plant Science, SDSU

•

"I was thinking about how to breed
this into a plant that could be cultivated. Right away I saw potential for
this. For 10 years I've been looking for
this kind of a crop," said Little.
Little's arrival at SDSU came at a
time in the research progress that
allowed him to capitalize on it, said his
thesis advisor Neil Reese, associate professor of Biology-Microbiology at SDSU.
Reese secured several grants for the
coneflower, including the one under
which Little is doing his research.
"Rich is at the end of the (research)
line, and his opportunity came about
because of 16 years of research ahead
of him," said Reese, a plant physiologist, classroom teacher, and research
adviser.

ittle sent the seeds to Florida
where they were germinated
indoors. Then three semi-loads of
seedlings arrived at Aurora last spring
for planting. This was a labor-intensive task that involved hiring a work
force of about SO persons, mostly university and high school students, from
late May to late June of 1995.
Woven polypropylene landscape
fabric was laid down in the rows to
deter weeds. Holes were burned with
acetylene torches. Then one worker
poked holes in the soil with a pointed
stick, another put the seedling in the
hole, a third firmed the soil around
the seedling. This way, the group put
down more than a million plants.
Taking a plant from the wild to
domestication on a field scale is no
easy chore, as Little learned. First
came the problem of acquiring
enough seed. Then came the problem
of how to plant a crop never before
planted. A problem he has yet to solve
is how to control weeds when no herbicide is registered for this use.
Lfrtle intends to continue to grow
the coneflower as long as there is profit
incentive, looking for other similar
niche-market crops to grow later, and
in the meantime completing his thesis.
Little said he came to recognize
this enterprise "as something that did
fit my long-term goals. I wanted to
farm profitably on a small scale and
to work with a specialty crop."
If the prairies ever become repopulated with their domestic descendants
from SDSU's breeding program and
enterprise, perhaps the Watertown
farm lad will be remembered in the history books along with the legendary
"Johnny Appleseed" of pioneer days in
America. 0
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Planting a crop that had never bee n
planted before presented some
challenges. The first field-sized
planting of prairie cone·t1ower required
a work force of about 50 persons,
mostly university and high school
students. The group put down over a
million plants .

Reese traced Ag Experiment Station projects back to 1980 and the
late David Holden. Later work was
done by Gerald Myers, now retired
Botany-Biology Department head, and
several students since then.
Recent work by doctoral candidate
Jevad Feghahati found a way to
improve germination of the seed from
about 30 percent to about 98 percent
through cold-treatment in the presence of a synthetic plant hormone.
This process enabled Little to plant on
a field scale the way he did.
Reese also said a CITE Grant from
South Dakota Gov~rnor George Mickelson for nearly $20,000 served as .
seed money for much of the research
that preceded Little's economic venture. Reese said the grant enabled him
to secure' other matching public and
private grants for many projects for
undergraduate and graduate students.
"The dollars brought into South
Dakota through the field planting at
Aurora will repay the South Dakota
taxpayer many times over for the initial CITE grant," Reese pointed out.
Reese also credited Ray Moore,
director emeritus of the Agricultural
Experiment Station, for keeping coneflower research alive at SDSU over
the years. Moore's incentive, however,
15

Jerry Leslie is a communications specialist
in the Ag Communica tions Department at
SDSU.

Production traits being traced
to genes in cattle herds
by Mary Brashier

on Marshall, animal geneticist .
at South Dakota State University, is working on a new "tool" that
will help· keep the beef industry profitable far into the future.
His work focuses on genetic mapping of beef cattle. Marshall,
researchers at other universities, and
breed associations are looking for the
particular genes that make an animal
lean, efficient, disease-free, and
attractive to consumers.
SDSU has a "leg up" in this work.
"We have the cattle," Marshall says
simply. "Genetic mapping starts with
lab work. Other institutions may have
better equipped labs.
"But genetic mapping must be
applicable to cattle. Other institutions
don't have the experimental herds
and the mountainous piles of data we
collect every day on individual ani-

D

mals. Or the blood and semen samples to analyze."
The most reliable maps would
come with collaboration between
SDSU and groups in other labs, he
admits. "Other labs are discovering
markers and placing them on the
genomic map. Here at SDSU, our
work is not concerned so much about

"Marker-assisted ... decisions
will be based less on what
they [producers] see, which
can be misleading, and more
on what they know ... "
-Dr. Don Marshall
Animal Science, SDSU

where the markers are. We want to
determine which production traits a
marker might be associated with."
large part of the bovine genome
has already been mapped, Marshall says, and separated into discrete
units by "markers."
A marker is "anything that provides
a way to detect DNA variation from
animal to animal," Marshall says. "It
may be a gene itself, or a non-coding
region of the DNA. We're interested in
the nearby genes and the traits they
control but we need the markets to
know where we are."
Not all material in the famous
DNA double helix is genes, Marshall
explains. Some DNA is "non-coding,"
present but not participating. "That
we know about," he adds. "That
could change."
~
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Beef breeders have used skilled observation to determine positive production qualities. For an experienced breeder this can work
out well, but there is always a margin for error. New techniques will eliminate chance of error says SDSU animal geneticist Don
Marshall. Genetic mapping will reveal all of an animal's traits , including exposing those that may be hidden to the naked eye.
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Marshall hopes to connect markers
.in the genetic material of cattle in the
SDSU herd with their production traits.
When markers show up from analyzing a blood sample, he'll go back to
the cow and examine her records .
When he finds a pattern in cows of
the sa~e makeup, he will be able to
draw inferences that the genes near a
marker contribute to-or depressproduction efficiency. Then he can
elect to keep or cull. Producers will be
able to do the same.
arker-assisted selection of
superior individuals can
offer solid advantages to the producer, Marshall says.
• It will eliminate the bias that
environment imposes. "We can't tell
an animal's true makeup just by looking at it and its production records.
Rate of gain, carcass traits, and yearling weight are governed by the animal's genetics but can be easily distorted by environmental factors."
• It_will save them time. "We can
select a superior individual before
progeny testing a bull, for example.
We can even do it in the embryo."
• It will cross sex barriers. "Some
traits are expressed only in one sex,
such as milk production. We could
find out whether a bull carries genes
for high milk production."
• It will open the door to gene
transfer. "We should be able to inject
the genes that produce desirable production traits into animals some day.
Whether or not they will become heritable and pass on to progeny is a question. There would be more chance of
that if we can do embryo gene transfer."
• Other advantages will spin off
that Marshall and other researchers in
this field haven't even thought of. He
is positive that "the things we learn
we'll be able to use indefinitely."

M
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ew other institutions have cattle handling facilities to match
F
those at SDSU, Marshall says. "They

•

give us a real advantage in markerassisted selection."
Each cow in the project has her
own stall in a 72-unit barn. Her feed
is measured out daily.
Each calf wears a necklace bearing
an electronic transmitter. Feeders per-

Definitions
Gene A segment of DNA that carries inherited information .
Genome All the inherited information in a cell.
Genotype An animal's "true" (genetic) makeup.
Phenotype An animal's "observed" makeup (genetic traits plus
the impacts of environment).
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid. It is the material of which
genes and chromosomes are made.

Chromosome Structures which contain DNA, normally in a double
helix.
Marker A part of the DNA which provides for the detection
of genetic variation from animal to animal.
EPD

Estimated Progeny Difference. Estimated performance of the animal's future offspring, based on
phenotypic evaluation of the animal, its relatives,
and current progeny.

mit only one calf up to the trough at a
time. A "pinpointer" machine records
the ID of the calf and weighs the
amount of the feed in the hopper
before and after each feeding. A computer automatically keeps track of calf,
time, and weight of feed consumed.
Marshall predicts that a producer
will be able to take a blood-or in
some cases, semen-sample, send it in
for DNA analysis, and then look for a
match of genes and traits in either a
personal computer or an institution or
breed association computer. Sire summaries will also give marker-assisted
information.
s marker-assisted gene maps
become clearer, Marshall also
predicts that someday soon, "the way
that we calculate EPDs [Estimated
Progeny Differences] will be based on
gene marker information in addition
to phenotypic performance of ·either
the animal itself or its relatives."
The switch-over has already begun
on a small scale, he says.
In Limousin cattle, certain animals
are extremely sensitive to sunlight, a
condition known as protoporphyria. A
DNA test has just become available,
and "we're told this is first-ever genetic marker information published in a
national sire summary."
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A DNA test has also become available for the gene that determines red
vs. black color in several breeds of
cattle. This trait and the protoporphyria trait are each controlled by one
pair of genes. "That's relatively simple, a little like Mendel's smooth and
wrinkled peas," Marshall says.
"It will be more difficult to deal
with most production characteristics,
however. We think they are controlled by many genes in many locations in the DNA all acting together."
But these two examples are an
indication of things to come. Cattle
producers will use greater precision to
select superior animals in the future.
The improvement wjll be due to genemarker research here and at other
institutions.
"Marker-assisted research will generate a lot of information for producers to
absorb. But their decisions will be
based less on what they see, which can
be misleading, and more on what they
know, the gene makeup of their herds.
"The returns to their management
will be grea~er production efficiency
and hopefully a bigger portion of the
market share as they provide what
consumers want," Marshall says. 0
Mary Brashier is a communications
specialist in the Ag Communications
Department at SDSU.

Pines are drying up the Black Hills
by Dr. Larry Tennyson

n little more than 100 years
after settlement, the Black Hills ·
have become the crown jewel of
South Dakota, affording livestock
grazing, timber production, wildlife
habitat, minerals, homesites, water,
and year-around recreation.
Before the Hills were settled, wildfires and periodic droughts were
important'factors in the development
of the kinds and the amounts of vegetation. As a result, when General
George Armstrong Custer led an expedition through the area in 1874, he
found the forest to be "open and parklike," with large areas of prairie scattered throughout.
Decades later, a policy of fire suppression enabled ponderosa pine to
establish ever thicker stands, until the
resulting canopy or "overstory" nearly
blotted out the sun in many areas of
the forest. Pine has since become the
dominant tree species in the Black
Hills, and it now comprises 96 percent of the growing stock.
The extent of pine density dramatically alters the kind and patterns of
vegetation that can succeed on the
forest floor. This vegetation is called
the "understory."
More importantly, pine density
impacts the amount of precipitation
that can reach the soil surface, and
this, in turn, changes the amount of
runoff that reaches the streams.

I

"In the not-too-distant future,
water likely will be our
most important natural
resource ... In light of this,
we must intensify forest
management. .. "
-Dr. Robert Gartner
Animal & Range Sciences, SDSU

ccording to South
Dakota State University Range Scientist
Bob Gartner, managing
pine density is one of the
more important aspects of
proper utilization of this
great resource for purposes that include wood production, grazing by
domestic livestock, sustaining wildlife populations, and recreation and
tourism.
In 1990, Gartner began
a study to evaluate the
effects of each of three
densities of pine overstory
on the understory and on
soil moisture at a site south
of Pactola Reservoir in the
central Black Hills.
The Natural Resources
Conservation Service
defines these three densities as "open" (less than
30 percent canopy cover),
Research conducted by SDSU range scientist Bob
"intermediate" (30-60
Gartner
(right) indicates that managing tree density
percent canopy cover),
through selective logging, thinning, or controlled fire
and "dense" (more tha·n
is the key to utilization of forest resources . Without
60 percent canopy cover).
management, negative effects will reach far beyond
Soil moisture under
the trees themselves.
each overstory condition
was measured at nine
locations at 21 -day interThe amount of soil moisture was
vals at depths of approximately one
greatest
under open canopy condiand two feet using a neutron probe,
and
lowest under dense canopy
tions
with measurements continuing over a
conditions.
3-year period. The study also meaGartner found that the adverse
sured and sampled both the composieffects
of pine overstory were intensition and the amount of the vegetation
fied
in
years
of below-average precipiin the understory each year at the
tation.
Soil
moisture
overwinter
time of peak production.
recharge
varied
inversely
with the
The research revealed that ponof
the
pine
canopy.
Overwindensity
derosa pine reduces the amount of
greatest
where
pine
ter'
recharge
was
precipitation reaching the forest floor
than
30
percent.
canopy
was
less
byanaverageof30perrent.Th~
The study revealed that pine ·
reduction helps explain the differcanopy
can influence the effect of
ences in soil moisture patterns that
snowfall
on soil moisture recharge.
were discovered beneath the various
Snow
accumulates
readily in the pine
kinds of overstory canopies.
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These three photos show examples of dense, intermediate, and open canopy conditions in the Black Hills. Different levels of pine
density affect the "understory" -the vegetation on the ground beneath the pines. Too heavy a canopy blots out sunlight and
diverts precipitation. As canopy cover thins, vegetation on the forest floor becomes thicker and more diverse. The increased
vegetation can benefit both domestic livestock and wildlife species.

crowns, and this intensifies the loss
due to evaporation. Snow that does
reach the ground melts more slowly,
however, so somewhat less of the
moisture is lost to runoff compared to
open areas of forest.
Gartner also found that the composition and amount of vegetation comprising the understory were impacted
by the pine canopy. The array of vegetation became much more varied
wi th declining ponderosa pine canopy
cover. Cool-season grasses including
bl uegrasses and sedges domina ted the
understory vegetation in all instances
except under open canopy, where
warm -season species such as big and
little bluestem were noted.
The amount of vegetative biomass
was reduced by 67 percent under conditions of intermediate overstory and
4 ' by 88 percent under dense overstory
) conditions.
The study found that the denser
the canopy, the lower the total

amount of biomass in the understory.
It also revealed that the less dense the
canopy, the greater the variety of
plant species in the understory.
11 this underscores the need to
reduce the pine density and
canopy cover through increased thinning, selective logging, or the reintroduction of a natural factor-fire, Gartner said.
A combination of these practices
probably would prove to be th_~ most
effective management program for
the long term, he added.
Reducing pine density and canopy
cover will increase the quantity of
available soil moisture and increase
light penetration, leading to greater
vegetation production in the understory. This increase then can be utilized by both domestic livestock and
wildlife species.
'The forest ecosystem should still
be maintained to provide ample recre-
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ational opportunities," Gartner
observed. "But a reduction in the
overstory canopy also would increase
the water production potential of the
Black Hills. In the not-too-distant
future, water likely will be our most
important natural resource for domestic needs, for the agricultural industry, and for recreation. In light of this,
we must intensify forest management
because: (1) trees are major users of
water, and (2) dense stands of
conifers, like ponderosa pine, severely
impact the quantity of precipitation
that reaches the soil surface.
"Without periodic fire or other
means of controlling pine reproduction , forage for domestic livestock and
wildlife, timber production, and water
yield all might be expected to
decrease over time." 0
Larry Tennyson is a communications
specialist in the Ag Communications
Department at SDSU.

Students vital to operation
of Animal Science units
by Cindy Price

magine the South Dakota State
University Animal Science livestock units without students.
There would be no one to feed the
livestock, clean the stalls, or do the
myriad of daily chores required to
uphold the· educational, research, and
service missions of the units.
Because ag-related fields will continue to be important in the future ,
Animal and Range Sciences Department Head Jim Males said the units
are vital, not only for research but for
teaching.
"We have a strong undergraduate
teaching program for which we are
able to provide herds and flocks so
students get hands-on experience,"
Males said . "It is especially important
for students who have a limited farm
or ranch background . These students
need experience in handling livestock
so they're better able to communicate
to the producer when they get a job."
Students fill an important function
at all of the SDSU livestock units,
including cow/calf teaching and
research, swine, beef, and sheep
nutrition, sheep, horse , and beef
breeding. The Animal and Range Sciences Department hires about 80 students to work in its livestock units
and various labs.
Professor emeritus Lawrence Embry
recently established an endowment to
help pay undergraduate students who
assist faculty with research projects.
The endowment, designed to support
students who need jobs, supplements
the department's student labor budget.
"Student labor is beneficial for us
· because it allows us to continue to run
the units," Males said. "It is also a
valuable learning experience for students. They are working closely with
livestock and are exposed to some
research which is different from normal management practices."

'
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Jen Forney, SDSU Horse Unit student manager, grooms one of the horses. Forney
feels that working at the Horse Unit gives her a sense of purpose. "If someone walks
through the door and I can teach them someth ing about horses, I feel like I've done
my job," she said .

he Horse Unit is unique in that
it is the only unit with a student
manager, who oversees 45 head of
horses, orders supplies and equipment, schedules student workers, and
does whatever else it takes to keep the
unit running.
Teaching and community service
are the primary responsibilities of the
unit. More than 80 students a year
are enrolled in the light and heavy
horsemanship classes and about 40
take horse production. The light
horsemanship class focuses on riding;
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heavy horsemanship is concerned
with draft horses.
"The students who work there are
essentially running a stable," said
Larry Insley, associate professor and
unit advisor. "Their clients are the students who take the classes. They run a
small breeding operation, too, that is
pa'rt of the horse production class."
Besides teaching other SDSU students, the student workers themselves
are learning.
"Having horses to work with is
important because the horses have dif-
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Lana Gertonson, a sophomore pre-med student, carries feed for the horses at the SDSU Horse Unit. Students are responsible
for the entire day-to-day operation of the Horse Unit.

•

"Since they have the
opportunity to do the work,
they have a better idea
why things happen. Having
(hem make the decisions is
teaching them."
-Dr. Larry Insley
Animal Science, SDSU

ferent problems that the students have
to deal with," Insley said. "Since they
have the opportunity to do the work,
they have a better idea why things
happen. Having them make the decisions is teaching them."
or the last three years, Jen Forney of Oelrichs, S.D., has been
F
the Horse Unit manager. She received

•

her degree in animal science last May
and returned to school to complete ag
education requirements.
"All I knew when I came to SDSU
was horses," Forney said. "I came from
a very rural background and Brookings was huge to me. I went from a

place where I had responsibilities
every night to just sitting around in a
dorm room after class. If I wouldn't
have gotten a job at the Horse Unit, I
would have quit school."
Forney feels she has a purpose
when she works at the unit. Students
are in charge of feeding, basic maintenance of the unit, caring for sick or
injured animals in consultation with a
veterinarian, foaling and breeding
mares, breaking colts so they can be
sold, and making sure the horses and
equipment are ready for classes.
"We're also teaching little kids'
horsemanship classes through Brookings Parks and Recreation," Forney
said. "We started it last spring and
we've had fantastic support from the
community. There's just something
about horses and little kids."
Forney and her student workers are
happy to be in charge of the unit's
daily operation.
"We are responsible for everything
and we know every day what we have
to do to make this place run," she
said. "There is no other place where
we're going to get experience like this.
Larry [Insley] makes this job better by
not breathing down my neck. He lets
me learn and make my own mistakes."
21

Forney tries to do the same for her
workers.
"I try not to say, 'This is the way
we're going to do it,"' she said. "I ask
them to think about what's going to
work best. We're all friends here at the
end of the day. Whatever I ask them
to do is something I would do myself."
Emergency situations have shown
Forney that she and her staff have
what it takes to get things done.
"I feel like we've saved a lot of horses that would have died without us
acting so quickly," she said. "This summer was the first time that I lost a
horse. That's the toughest thing ... to
decide when there's riothing more you
can do to save the animal. You have to
know when enough is enough."
Overall, the time spent at the Horse
Unit has been rewa_rding.
"If someone walks through the door
and I can teach them something about
horses, I feel like I've done my job,"
Forney said.
And, because she and other student
workers have done their jobs, they've
ensured that future students will get
the same opportunity. 0
Cindy Price is an information specialist with
University Relations at SDSU.
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Calendar of Events
Date

Event

Person to Contact

January 1996

8-11
23-27
25-Feb 4
30

Ag Expo, Sioux Falls, S.D.
Sioux Empire Farm Show, Sioux Falls, S.D.

Steve Munk, Minnehaha County Extension

Black Hills Stock Show, Rapid City, S.D.

Doug Zalesky, Animal & Range Sciences, SDSU

Southeast Research Farm Annual Meeting, Beresford, S.D.

Bob Berg, Southeast Research Farm

February 1996

6-11
, . 21-23
27-28

Watertown Farm Show, Watertown , S.D.

Chuck Langner, Codington County Extension

AGARAMA, Sioux Falls, S.D.

Hal Werner, Ag Engineering, SDSU

Crop and Pest Conference, Huron, S.D.

Bob Pollman/Leon Wrage, Plant Science, SDSU

March 1996

18-20

Midwest American Society of Animal Science Meeting, Des Moines, Iowa

Jim Males, Animal & Range Sciences, SDSU

